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Middle Age (The Art of Living)Routledge, 2014

	Middle age, for many, marks a key period for a radical reappraisal of one's life and way of living. The sense of time running out, both from the perspective that one's life has ground to a halt, and from the point of view of the greater closeness of death, and the sense of loneliness engendered by the compromised and wasteful nature...
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How to Cheat at Securing a Wireless NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2006
Wireless connectivity is now a reality in most businesses. Yet by its nature, wireless networks are the most difficult to secure and are often the favorite target of intruders. Some of the primary threats are the result of the following factors:
	Denial of service (DoS) and other network layer attacks  
	Unauthorized...
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Sliding Mode Control and Observation (Control Engineering)Birkhauser, 2013

	The sliding mode control methodology has proven effective in dealing with complex dynamical systems affected by disturbances, uncertainties and unmodeled dynamics. Robust control technology based on this methodology has been applied to many real-world problems, especially in the areas of aerospace control, electric power systems,...
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The iPod CompanionPremier Press, 2003
Are you ready for the iPod? This amazing digital music player will change your music buying and playing habits forever! A perfect match for your new iPod, The iPod Companion will guide you through the world of high quality digital sound. You'll get the tips you need to rip and import the highest quality music for your iPod while...
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Microcontroller Programming: The Microchip PICCRC Press, 2006
Using the popular and pervasive mid-range 8-bit Microchip PICÐ’® as an archetype, Microcontroller Programming offers a self-contained presentation of the multidisciplinary tools needed to design and implement modern embedded systems and microcontrollers. The authors begin with basic electronics, number systems, and data concepts followed...
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Post-Silicon Validation and DebugSpringer, 2018

	
		This book provides a comprehensive coverage of System-on-Chip (SoC) post-silicon validation and debug challenges and state-of-the-art solutions with contributions from SoC designers, academic researchers as well as SoC verification experts.  The readers will get a clear understanding of the existing debug infrastructure and how...
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Excel Formulas and Functions For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Put the power of Excel formulas and functions to work for you!


	Excel is a complex program. Mastering the use of formulas and functions lets you use Excel to compute useful day-to-day information, such as calculating the true cost of credit card purchases or comparing 15-year and 30-year mortgage costs. This fun and friendly...
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Pro JavaFX 9: A Definitive Guide to Building Desktop, Mobile, and Embedded Java ClientsApress, 2017

	At the annual JavaOne conference in May 2007, Sun Microsystems announced a new product family named JavaFX. Its stated purpose includes enabling the development and deployment of content-rich applications on consumer devices such as cell phones, televisions, in-dash car systems, and browsers. Josh Marinacci, a software engineer at Sun, made...
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The BMW 5 Series and X5: A History of Production Cars and Tuner Specials, 1972-2008McFarland, 2009

	In the late 1960s racer and businessman Gordon Spice familiarized himself with the Nürburgring using a rented BMW 2002. He went through a couple of sets of tires and three sets of brake pads during the exercise and covered the cost of such consumables by charging folks to ride with him! The rental company was somewhat puzzled by the fact...
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Build Your Own Electric VehicleMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Go Green-Go Electric!    Faster, Cheaper, More Reliable     While Saving Energy and the Environment
This new, updated edition of Build Your Own Electric Vehicle contains everything that made the first edition so popular while adding all the technological advances and new parts that are readily available on the market...
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Analytical Mechanics of Space Systems (AIAA Education)American Institute of Aeronautics, 2003

	KINEMATICS is a branch of dynamics that studies aspects of motion apart from considerations of masses and forces. Essentially, Kinematics is a collection of vector/matrix methods to describe positions, velocities and accelerations of particles and rigid bodies, as viewed from various reference frames. The sub-eld of Particle Kinematics...
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Think!: Before It's Too LateRandom House, 2010

	
		The world is full of problems and conflicts. So why can we not solve them? According to Edward de Bono, current thinking cannot solve world problems because current thinking is itself the problem. And this is getting worse: we are so accustomed to readily available information online that we search immediately for the answers...
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